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Making Good Sauce:
A Short Refresher Course
in Sur Lie Aging
Stephen Franzoi

Chefs insist that when cooking a good sauce you must allow sufficient time for the
complex flavors of the ingredients to be released into the sauce. The same is true in winemaking
when it comes to allowing your young wine sufficient time to have contact with its underlying
sediment. As you know, near the end of fermentation, sediment falls to the bottom of the newwine container. This chunky-looking coarse sediment consists of bits of grape skins, seeds, and
other pulp matter and is called the gross lees. By its name alone, you might have already guessed
that this sediment is not going to make good “wine sauce.” This is so because, as the gross lees
decompose they can quickly produce some
rather offensive compounds, which often smell
like rotten eggs. Therefore, it is strongly
recommended that winemakers remove the gross
lees from contact with the new wine shortly
after pressing; you don’t want this offensive
stuff left in your sauce! In a 2018 survey of our
WVA winemakers who had purchased Cabernet
Sauvignon grapes from Chile during the
previous spring, 80 percent stated that they
racked their young wine off its gross lees within
the first 1-2 days of pressing the wine off its
Drinking gross lees is not recommended, nor should
skins near the end of primary fermentation.
you keep it in contact with your young wine.
Good job winemakers!
Once this important first racking occurs what now resides at the bottom of the wine
container is what is called fine lees, which is silky-looking sediment that primarily consists of
dead yeast cells, not the earlier grape pulp matter. As its name implies, the fine lees is the
sediment that, over time, is going to create “good sauce.” Here’s how. As these dead yeast cells
decompose and break down (a process known as autolysis) they release polysaccharides (long
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carbohydrates) and mannoproteins that can help to produce a more complex and creamier
finished wine, bringing out desirable flavors, as well as smoothing out the wine by reducing its
astringency when proteins bind with the tannins. Due to such benefits, aging wine on the fine
lees is often standard practice for many winemakers, a process known as sur lie aging
(pronounced “sewr lee” in French,
which means “on the sediment”). The
Romans are often given credit for first
recognizing that aging wine sur lie
created a creamier and more complex
beverage, but the French have
embraced this technique and made it
their own for at least the past three
centuries. An additional benefit of sur
lie aging is that the layers of lees at the
bottom of your wine container absorb
oxygen, which protects the wine from
oxidation.
Fine lees in a large commercial wine container: Fine lees
contact with an aging young wine can add complexity,
creaminess, and other desirable sensory characteristics.

Sur lie aging is most commonly employed when making Chardonnay and Muscadet, but
light, crisp and more neutral-flavored white wines—such as Sauvignon Blanc, Chenin Blanc,
Pinot Blanc, and Pinot Gris—can also benefit from this process, as well as full-bodied red wines.
In contrast, sur lie aging is generally not recommended for fruity white wines. In the 2018
survey, all of our winemakers engaged in sur lie aging on their young red Cabernet wine.
Some winemakers take sur lie aging one step further by periodically stirring the settled
fine lees back up into the wine, a process
known as bâtonnage. About 20 percent of
our winemakers practiced bâtonnage
during the first few weeks of the bulk aging
process. Most experts recommend sur lie
aging for about eight to ten months,
although some winemakers contend that
you can allow the wine to age on the fine
lees for years if its closely monitored.
Whether you sur lie age for a short time or
an extended time, closely monitor how
your wine tastes and always be attentive to
any hints of sulfur flavors or other offaromas that indicate trouble for your
Stirring the fine lees back up into the aging wine is a
process known as bâtonnage.
developing wine.
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